TENTATIVE Spring 2018
History Course List
As of 8/14/2017

HIS 208/EAS 208  Chen/Marcon  East Asia since 1800
HIS 210/HLS 210/CLA 202  Tannous  The World of Late Antiquity
HIS 267/NES 267  Weiss  The Modern Middle East
HIS 278  Kreike  Digital, Spatial, Visual, and Oral Histories
HIS 280  Kruse  Approaches to American History
HIS 295  Thompson  Making America: Technology and History in the United States

HIS 305/LAS 306  Karl / Goldthree  History of the Modern Caribbean
HIS 344  Jordan  High Middle Ages
HIS 345/HLS 345/MED 345  Shawcross  The Crusades
HIS 361  Zelizer  The United States Since 1974
HIS 362  Kotkin  The Soviet Empire
HIS 366  James  Germany since 1806
HIS 368  Hubbard  England from the Wars of the Roses to the Glorious Revolution
HIS 385  Hartog  The Role of Law in American Society
HIS 393/ WWS 389/AAS 393  Wailoo  Race, Drugs, and Drug Policy in America
HIS 3XX NEW  Wheatley  TBD
HIS 3XX NEW  Wirzbicki  TBD

HIS 400  Lozano  TBD

HIS 418/URB 418  Prakash  Imagined Cities
HIS 456/AAS 456/URB 456  Guild  History of New Orleans: Invention & Reinvention in an American City
HIS 491/ENV 491  Milam  History of Ecology and Environmentalism
HIS 494  Guenther  Broken Brains, Shattered Minds
HIS 4XX NEW  Candiani  TBD
HIS 4XX NEW  Rampling  TBD
HIS 4XX NEW  Fronczak  TBD
HIS 4XX NEW  Wilentz/Zelizer  TBD
HIS 4XX NEW  Perez  TBD
HIS 4XX NEW  Kay (Janet SoF)  Vikings
HIS 4XX/GSS XXX NEW  Warren  American Women History (WKG)
HIS 4XX / ECS 4XX NEW  Bell / Edwards  The Age of Deomcratic Revolution